
 

 

 

 
HOME LEARNING 

Private Peaceful – Michael Morpurgo  
Subject:  Year 11 English – Miss Boulton                                                                                                      
Time: 50 minutes  
Learning Objective: I can recall facts about the story.  
 
Task 1: Word Finder   
How many words can you make using the letters in the grid? You cannot                                                                  
use a letter more than once in each word (unless it appears twice in the grid).                                                   
Can you find the nine-letter word? 
 
 
 
Task 2: Chapter 20 – Big Joe Goes Missing  
Click on the link below, to listen to the next chapter.  On the website, click on the tab at the bottom of 
the screen titled ‘Big Joe Goes Missing’ this will take you to the beginning of the chapter. Listen to the 
whole chapter, do not start ‘He’d want to be in Heaven’  https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-
radio/english-private-peaceful-episode-6/zkvw47h 
 
Task 3: Comprehension  
Answer the questions below. Write your answers as full sentences (not one-word answers). 
 

1. Where do they bury Bertha? 

2. Why were the family worried when Big Joe hadn’t returned by dark? 

3. Where do the family go looking for Big Joe first?  

4. Why does Mrs Peaceful go to the Colonel’s house? 

5. Where do Charlie and Tommo go to get help?  

6. What is the signal to let everyone know that Big Joe had been found? 

7. Where does Molly think that Big Joe might be?  

8. What do you think has happened to Big Joe?  

 
If you are using a computer, open a blank document to do your work (you can use Word or Publisher). 
Don’t forget to SAVE it with your name, the lesson you are doing and the date. 
For example: T.Smith Maths 8 April  If you would like us to see or mark your work, please email it or 
send a photo of your completed work to: dboulton@glebe.bromley.sch.uk Thank you 
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